Guards Take Liberties

By BILL ROBINSON

Recently there has been some confusion, based on written complaints to THE PAPER, as to what exact guidelines Wackenhut guards operate under. The complaints, filed by three sisters, stated that several guards were taking liberties which were felt to go beyond "respectful co-existence." Issues of male chauvinism were raised by the sisters (names withheld), as well as the question of whether or not "a uniform glove license for harassing liberties" of social interaction between men and women on campus.

The details questions raised, subject to variables of human behavior, was in feedback from persons concerned by allegations that guards "abuse their positions." In this light, the Student Senate in collaboration with this newspaper is attempting to develop a means by which to abate the stringent relationship between guards and students.

In an interview with Albert Dandridge, Director of Security, Dandridge stated that "the relationships between the guard and students should be in the nature of the guard being a gentleman, on and off duty.

Since the Wackenhuts are not sworn in, or have a code of ethics, they have a moral commitment, rather than a legal one, to carrying out their duty." Dandridge added that, "If a guard puts a hand on any student outside of doing his duty, he is wrong. But this is the first I've heard of such complaints."

Dandridge further added that "under such diverse conditions as exist on this campus, guards are subject to regular briefings once a week."

The economy was cited by LaFerri as the major reason for the union participation in the April 24th march. "No one has convinced them that the war is immoral anymore," he said. "They can see it reflected in their pay-checks and in unemployment lines."

He went on to explain that this will be the first time the student union will have a chance to demonstrate just how deep the resentment against the war in Vietnam has gone.

Robert Haubener, speaking for the college chapter of Young Workers Liberation League, released several excerpts of documents from college files showing, that professors had been involved in research on atomic missile technology sponsored by the defense department. The documents also indicated that military research had been paid in part out of City University funds.

Heafer charged eleven instructors of taking part in "private" research, and that funds were channeled through a "research foundation" with headquarters in Compton Hall.

The professors were Sherwood B. Menkes, Gerard G. Loven, and Chan Thien of Mechanical Engineering; David H. Cheng, Munzak K. Kastir, Charles A. Miller, C. J. Constan- tino, and Jacques E. Benvenista of Civil Engineering; Richard Stoneman of Mathematics; and Morris E. Ettengberg of Electrical Engineering.

The student groups, which included the Asian-American Student Union, the Puerto Rican Student Union, the Organization of Afro-American Students for Unity, the People's Peace Treaty, and the Young Workers, sent representatives to meet with President Marshak the following day. At the closed meeting Friday, Marshak reportedly indicated that there were no classified files at City College, and that all files are open to investigation. It was learned that Marshak denied research at the college was specifically for military purposes, and argued that professors had simply asked for funds for ongoing research on the basis of military applications.

At that meeting, four demands were presented to the school administration. They were:

an end to all military-related research at CCNY, along with the abolition of ROTC;

the establishment of a student-faculty - community "watchdog committee" with access to all research and "the power to say against Pentagon encroachment upon the college community;" the immediate opening of all files and activities of the "research foundation" to determine purposes in total;

and the bringing of all professors involved in this research at the college "before a student/faculty/community ethics hearing to determine their fitness to remain on the college faculty."

Haubener projected, during the Thursday conference, that Marshak did not meet the demands by the following day appropriate action would be considered.

Others at the press conference included Naomi Chemson from the People's Coalition.

(Continued on Page 3)

The Union Workers To Protest War

By TOM MC DONALD

The Steering Committee of the National Peace Action Coalition, in a meeting held at the Martin Luther King Labor Center this past Saturday, formalized its plans for a march on Washington to protest the war in Indochina.

Spokesmen for the Coalition have termed this planned march the first significant union protest of the war. Over 30 trade unions will be expected to participate in the event scheduled for April 24th.

The National Peace Action Coalition is comprised of representatives from 300 various organizations throughout the country. Among those working toward the April 24th march are union leaders, clergymen, students, politicians, and representatives of Black groups, Women's Liberation, G.I.'s Against the War, and Veterans Against the War in Vietnam.

A national demonstration at the L.A. Armory was also expected.

The national headquarters of the Coalition are located in Washington D.C. and since June 7th branches have been established in 30 different states. Various branch committees have been established in the nation's largest cities.

Jim LaFerri, a national executive member of the Union of United Auto Workers, Ohio, said LaFerri is the "second broadest and deepest" demonstration by active participation in any anti-war action.

Among those who have pledged to participate are the International Longshoremen's Union, the United Auto Workers, the Teamsters, the AFL/CIO, the California Teachers Union, and 30 smaller trade unions.

In addition, support has come from the Third World Task Force, the Student Mobilization Committee, the G.I.'s Civil Liberties Union, and Women for Peace.

LaFerri said that interest in the Coalition has been so significant that a possible march may be planned for a mid-western city, in addition to the one on Washington. The smaller march will take place in San Francisco on the same day.

So here we stand, on the edge of Hell, in Harlem, and wonder what we will do, in the face of all that we remember.

—Langston Hughes
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Profs Do Defense Research

By DAVID FRIELANDER and LOUIS R. RIVERA

Anti-war activity marked the college scene last week as a coalition of student groups revealed documents allegedly implicating the college with supplying research for the defense department, and working closely with the Pentagon.

The documents, presented at a press conference last Thursday morning, included letters from City College professors to the defense department, as well as technical reports indicating ongoing research.

Robert Haubener, speaking for the college chapter of Young Workers Liberation League, released several excerpts of documents from college files showing that professors had been involved in research on atomic missile technology sponsored by the defense department. The documents also indicated that military research had been paid in part out of City University funds.

Heafer charged eleven instructors of taking part in "private" research, and that funds were channeled through a "research foundation" with headquarters in Compton Hall.

The professors were Sherwood B. Menkes, Gerard G. Loven, and Chan Thien of Mechanical Engineering; David H. Cheng, Munzak K. Kastir, Charles A. Miller, C. J. Constantino, and Jacques E. Benvenista of Civil Engineering; Richard Stoneman of Mathematics; and Morris E. Ettengberg of Electrical Engineering.

The student groups, which included the Asian-American Student Union, the Puerto Rican Student Union, the Organization of Afro-American Students for Unity, the People's Peace Treaty, and the Young Workers, sent representatives to meet with President Marshak the following day. At the closed meeting Friday, Marshak reportedly indicated that there were no classified files at City College, and that all files are open to investigation. It was learned that Marshak denied research at the college was specifically for military purposes, and argued that professors had simply asked for funds for ongoing research on the basis of military applications.

At that meeting, four demands were presented to the school administration. They were:

an end to all military-related research at CCNY, along with the abolition of ROTC;

the establishment of a student-faculty - community "watchdog committee" with access to all research and "the power to say against Pentagon encroachment upon the college community;" the immediate opening of all files and activities of the "research foundation" to determine purposes in total;

and the bringing of all professors involved in this research at the college "before a student/faculty/community ethics hearing to determine their fitness to remain on the college faculty."

Haubener projected, during the Thursday conference, that Marshak did not meet the demands by the following day appropriate action would be considered.

Others at the press conference included Naomi Chemson from the People's Coalition.

(Continued on Page 3)
Drug Crisis: Another Perspective

By WAYNE F. KINSLE and LEROY HODGE

In demanding all drug offenders go through adjudication regardless of whether the offense involves "hard" or "soft" drugs ignores the importance of discovering what kind of drug report that "soft" drugs are the "drugs of choice" of fifty percent (50%) of the student body, who have no hard drug use, admits in the report that "soft" drugs are taken unfairly in the same category as the purveyors of white death.

The potential effect on the future of all people involved in drug arrest and adjudication are obvious. The Commission's blindness in not differentiating between "hard" and "soft" drug use on campus casts serious doubt on the reality of its findings in this area, and student acceptance of this aspect of the report is open to question.

Climate of Oppression
The "alienation, depression, and hopelessness" written about in the report as leading to drug abuse is not an isolated phenomena either on or off campus. Most of us are acquainted with the nature of off-campus oppression (poverty, racial bias, police brutality, etc.) which causes drug escapism. But the college campus is also guilty of creating a similar climate as well.

Past and Present Repression
The apparent lack of resolve on the part of the college Administration in meeting the "5 Demands" of the B.P.R.S.C. (Black and Puerto Rican Student Community) and the resultant disappointment and frustration felt by Black and W około Rican students as well as many progressive whites, could not have helped but contribute to a marked increase in drug usage among them.

The repression of Black and Puerto Rican students also shows itself in the current irrelevancy of the Urban and Ethnic Studies Program, the cutting of SEEK funds, the threat of eventual elimination of that program, and the negative attitude shown by the Administration towards open-admission students, as witnessed by its statement that fifty percent (50%) of the students will be "soft."  

"Academic Freedom"
Signs of further repression are the firing of professors and instructors who have political attitudes not shared by the college Administration, and the hiring of enablers whose over-zealous police-state tactics have been a source of much uneasiness on campus.

It is such actions by the Administration, along with the general rat-race non-community-atmosphere on campus that brings about the "deep concern... deferred to by the report, leading many students first to drug use and then to drug abuse.

Administration Responsibility
While not offering instant pana-
TTT Program—Education Reforms Working

By ALBERT V. LE DEON

In response to the deteriorating conditions in the public schools, a new project supported by the Federal government, and sponsored by the City University of New York was formulated. This project — Training Teachers of Teachers (TTT) — is a three-year program with the intention of involving the community, the school and the college in the educational improvement. All three elements will be accountable for improving teaching.

There are four participating schools in the CUNY project (City, Hunter, Brooklyn, and Richmond college) with each focusing on a different phase of the project. The project's headquarters is located at the Harriet Tubman school (FS 14).

The City College project, directed by Prof. Vivian Winseley of the School of Education, is designed to train:
1) cooperating teachers
2) student teachers
3) teacher trainers
4) educational theorists
5) parents
6) education and liberal arts faculty, and
7) the school administrators and supervisors.

By coexisting representatives from these groups on a parity basis, utilizing their expertise, their insights, and their skills, the project should attain its ultimate goal: the best possible education for children.

The "T" level represents the participation of parents, student teachers, educational auxiliaries, other community programs, third-year liberal arts and education students. The "TT" level involves principal education and liberal arts faculty, cooperating teachers, and community resource assistants.

The "TTT" level includes involvement of the district superintendent, public school superintendents, teacher education, and liberal arts deans, departmental chairmen, education and liberal arts graduate faculty, and doctoral students.

A feature of the City College "TTT" program is the development of a classroom model. Its basic objective is to evolve laboratory-type environment in which teachers, student-teachers, educational auxiliaries, school administrators, students, community resource assistants, and parents. These groups will explore together the various teaching strategies for individualized instruction in an informal, integrated classroom setting.

The model focuses on:
1) the traditional role of the teacher from being a dispenser of knowledge to one who guides, stimulates and extends children's learning experience.
2) providing for the involvement of each child as an active participant in his own learning.
3) setting up a stimulating learning environment which takes into account pupil interests and individual rates of growth.
4) reorganizing the classroom, using the materials in learning centers which encourage freedom of choice, inquiry and discovery by individuals and small groups.

Upon visiting a classroom one finds a far different atmosphere than the one usually associated with a public school classroom. All individuals are individuals for mathematics, science, reading, geography. Also there is a curriculum which is utilized as a library.

The children work at their own rate and they aren't burdened with the pressure of the "learn or else" concept. The surroundings provided for the children are designed to furnish a stimulus for the child to "want to learn."

Given this factor, one is gratified at what these students can do when given the proper guidance and understanding.

To facilitate the workability of programs such as "TTT", the college's School of Education has been holding Faculty-Union seminars. These seminars have been co-sponsored by The Center for Community Education-Teachers College, Columbia University and directed by Mrs. Nellie Jones. Their purpose is to prepare school faculties, elementary high school, or college aware of the current change in the educational process and the need for a greater change. The seminars include representatives of all three strata of public education, in addition to community agencies and parents.

One of the most fruitful and relevant discussions at a recent conference involved the decentralization of schools which would make them autonomous units.

This would provide for a closer rapport between the community and the school in addition to creating situations for progressive programs to be introduced. The seminar and the entire educational process can be summed up by acknowledging Mrs. Jones' closing statement to the conference: "Talking about educational reforms won't solve the problem. It's going to take hard work and dedication by educators and community to implement the reforms to insure their success."

Media Eludes Anti-War News

By DAVID FRIELANDER

Outside press was conspicuously absent at the anti-war conference last Friday called by the Young Workers Liberation League (YWLL). Maurice Orr, of YWLL, insisted that she delivered invitations to persons to every major news outlet.

Despite this, there was one reporter from the Post and one from WBAI radio station present. The Post did not run the article.

Others involved in planning the press conference charged the commercial media with participating in a "news blackout" and requesting that their representatives be excluded at the offices, different editors gave their own stories.

WBC news was the only one which denied having received the invitation. Most of the others claimed that it was a matter of "priorities." According to these media representatives, there were other more important events taking place.

The New York Times asserted that they make an effort to cover every news story, but have to depend on wire services when they can't cover it. Apparently, they assumed the Associated Press would cover the story.

Told this, the City Editor of AP answered, "maybe that's where they went wrong." Generally, uncommunicative, he too explained coverage according to priorities. Pressed as to how these priorities were set, he said, "I think that I've given you enough of my time," and hung up.

Associated Press International, the editor agreed that it was a "good idea," but said they hadn't sent anything. Questioned about AP priorities he answered, "the editor makes the decision." Asked could he put the editor on the line, he retorted, "You are the only one that could do it."

Pressed for a description of his priorities, he responded, "What do you want me to know?" Maybe it wasn't important enough. Or maybe, they could have been a hundred reasons, which I don't have to give you." Other stations and newspapers gave much the same story. The New York Post argued that there was a "news blackout," and that the story might be run in a day or two. Out of at least 15 press outlets, only WBAI reported the story.

Naomi Chesman illustrates a point in uncovering College's complicity with government agencies.

CCNY Prof. Do Defense Research

(Courtesy of R spreads)

Richard Moyan from Manhattan Community, and Dennis Mora, one of the first three GIs to serve in a stockpile for refusal to serve in Viet Nam.

After the successful meeting with Marshall on Friday, the coalition drew a crowd of approximately 300 students in Pinley's Buttenhouse Lounge.

Representatives from the principal groups present spoke on the political situation in South Viet Nam, the college's cooperation with military operations, Ho Chi Minh and the war. Preceding speakers was a Cuban film on Ho Chi Minh, entitled "70 Springs."

The New York Times later part of the afternoon the meeting broke up into workshops.

TUTOR A CHILD
JOIN TUTORIAL DEVELOPMENT

ABORTION COUNSEL, REFERRAL AND ASSISTANCE

LICENSED GYNECOLOGISTS COMPLETE PRIVACY INEXPENSIVE

Immediate termination of pregnancy WITHIN SIX HOURS OF ARRIVAL

Complete package inclusive of:
1) FREE BROADWAY OVERNIGHT STAY IN HOTEL AVAILABLE FROM $200.

For Information Call (212) 924-8660 OR 24 HRS. DAILY (212) 249-6205

NEW YORK ABORTION SERVICE
4 East 12th Street, New York, N.Y. 10003

Concert
In Honor of
William D. Geffel
Works by Franz Schubert and Viennese Composers
First Concert March 18, 1971, in Carnegie Hall at 8:00 P.M.
Second Concert March 29, 1971, at CUNY Grad Center, 33 W. 42nd Street at 8:00 P.M.

Sponsored by:
Dept. of Music
Less Than Whole

It must be because we are less than whole that we pick and choose those deaths which will have a positive or negative meaning for ourselves. It must be easier to be selective, categorizing death simply because to acknowledge a pain for all life lost would be too heavy a burden to bear.

Or could it be that we really have become that which we allegedly hate most?

There is little question of the considerable disagreement with Whitney Young's political beliefs. But have we gone so far that we don't also see a man who was born in a period that most of us know so little about?

It becomes easy to either make him a hero or an enemy. To abstract him out, to forget that he is a man and for a moment in eternity make him an object.

To shout either "That's one less nigger-boot on our backs," or that, "That's one more setback in the struggle." This abstraction makes it easier to either weep for him or to hate him, without coming to grips with the fact of his nakedness and incompleteness. Maybe because if we did so we would have to acknowledge our nakedness and incompleteness too.

No. He was not the god or the hero, nor the enemy, nor the absolute enemy that many of us were looking for. He was simply a man that so many of us sadly are trying to hide instead of understanding.

The government has reacted as expected: eulogy, television reports making him a leader that he honestly was not. The people within the Urban League have reacted as expected also. For them he was a leader.

And sadly we see that we too, those of us who believe in the necessity for radical change, have reacted as expected. Because maybe if we had fulfilled our responsibilities to the thousands upon thousands of our people, there would have been no need for eulogies but only the joys of his having lived a good life.

The truth should come to us when we realize that because he was just simply a man and not a god or omnipotent enemy of the people that our fulfillment as free men, women, and children is what he belongs to within ourselves.

SICKLE CELL ANEMIA TESTING

If you are INTERESTED

Come to ROOM 332

Thursday, March 18, 1971

7:30 P.M.

SICKLE CELL ANEMIA TESTING

Letters

The following was written in appreciation of an article authored by Arlito Hecht which appeared in Volume 11, Issue 2, and was dated Feb. 3, 1971. Mrs. Gray is the wife of one of Cheatham's partners, ed.

March 9, 1971

To the Editor:

Your article in THE PAPER "Black Bus Tours Open," February 3, 1971 reporting on the progress of Cheatham Tours has received nothing but compliments from those of our friends who have seen it.

My personal opinion is that your article was concise, accurate, and informative. I was very interestingly written that, if I were not connected with the Company, I would have been very impressed with the singles of purpose of these four Black men which we so nearly conveyed throughout — and proud that they are Black! Thank you for a wonderful write-up.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Douglas S. Gray

Capricorn

Dis 'n Dat

By DOROTHY RANDALL

Greetings my people, and welcome to Dis 'n Dat. For your delectation, I have compiled a series of observations on life and people. I hope offended only those that need to be offended, if you can dig it.

Are any Black people manufacturing those "Free Angela" buttons?

John Lennon recorded "Revolution," and now "Power To The People." Something's rotten in the cotton.

If you call him "the Man," what does that make you?

I can't understand why people are so upset about Lindsay saying $24 million to buy Yankee Stadium, while the Board of Ed. threatened to lay off 11,000 teachers for lack of money.

Whatever happened to Ron Karon?

Bought a Panther doll today, but some cop's kid offed it while I wasn't looking.

Bought the dolls, but they expelled each other while I wasn't looking.

Where's James Forman and all that money he bagored from those churches?

Someone's been all over the subway saying, "Carmelo the lover." If you need to write it on a subway wall, how potent can you be?

If the incomes of all those supervisins', mink coated colored folks that the All-Frazier fight were combined, Black unemployment would disappear tomorrow.

Why do people spend $300 for a leather coat, then wear it with dungaliers and sneakers so it won't look so expensive?

Maybe, if you didn't maybe so much, then maybe you could get yourself together — 'n' go baseball?

Why is it that when Black people are unemployed, it's just a "social problem," but when white people are thrown out of work it's called a recession?

If you call him that, Dianna Ross and Leslie Uggams are writing a book on Black women and religious entitly, "How I Learned To Love Mine Enemy."

Tell someone you love them today. Every little bit helps.

The Pub Manufacturing Company has just come up with a militant shotgun. It makes a lot of noise, but it doesn't do shit.

Even Marvin Gaye is asking "What's Going On?"

After all these years, the Supremes are finally planning to come home and play the Apollo. Wouldn't it be something if they showed and we didn't?

Now I can dig why some people ask so many irrelevant questions. It is only because they are irrelevant people.

Is Richard Nixon really Royalties in whiteface? Does he really have a Trickick Dick, or does he just like to fuck with people's minds?

Wanted: Black disc jockey for new soul station. Must be able to sing, play, and guide. Prefer those who are not interrupting in the middle with inane sounds, and cut off the energy with tomorrow commercials, two of which must occur during the beginning of the next record. Must also be capable of creating appealing poetry at any second, and sorting all important news relevant to Black people in one minute. Argiv to WSGL.

Have you ever tried going to a party and not getting high? On second thought, forget it. You might O.D. from drinking too fast. Two deaths to WSGL.

They finally found a Black woman for Sidney Poitier in his latest film, 'Brother John.' What is this world coming to?

Who would've thought that "Amos 'n Andy" would be the next realistic Black people ever put on television?

We are happy to report the success of the new stipend stamps. They are being accepted by most food, clothing, and entertainment centers. However, they may not be used for anything alcoholic beverages, dangerous drugs, illegal smoking substances, or inflammatory reading materials. We finally have our twenty remaining SEEEK students under control.

IF YOU HAVE A .5 INDEX OR BETTER

JOIN SIGMA ALPHA

THE HAPPENING GROUP ON CAMPUS

We Do Everything!

You Name It!

INVESTIGATE AT OUR NEOPHYTE TEA

Thursday, March 18 — 12-3 p.m. FInley 438

Food — Free Surprise for Everyone
Money For Blood
Profit From Pain

By TOM MCDONALD

"In the clearing stands a boxer and a fighter by his trade and he carries the reminders - of every close that's had him down, or cut him till he tried out in his anger and his shame, 'I am leaving, I am leaving', but the fighter still remains." (Paul Simon)

On the night of March 8th a large part of the population of the planet Earth once again affirmed the great faith placed in them by the makers of horror films skin flicks, auto races, and bullfights. To the tune of 30 million dollars, the public once again demonstrated their queer fascination with violence and blood.

The miles of print and hours of television time devoted to selling an hour of action fabricated as the "event of the century" were further inducements to tribute one's money to a ritual of blood.

Ali and Frazier will undoubtedly fight again, and even more money will be spent. Before you all flock to the box office to purchase your tickets for the return bout, perhaps a closer look at what it's all about is in order. Speaking from experience, I find it advisable for all fight fans to go a few rounds in the ring.

Find out what it is that like to come to center ring and have that first long left snap your head back. Realize what it is to search for your breath after the first body shot gets home. Feel the blood pouring from your nostrils, or running down the back of the neck until it starts to choke you.

Be fortunate enough to have a slaming hook tear the skin over the face. Notice the sting. Remember the smell and the warm blood that drips down into the eyes and eventually runs off the vision. Take enough body shots so that when the fight is over you quietly look for a place to cover the pain away.

Wake up in the morning with an unceasing pain in your arms from blocking punches, and a wicked headache. Then realize that you won, and wonder how the other guy must feel.

The two combatants in the great fight are two exceptions to this seamy side of the sport. They have their looks and their money, for the time being. Boxing is a sport that deteriorates the body in a slow process. Joe Louis had his face and his money once too. Look at him now: punch drunk, checking in and out of rest homes, and totally broke. Who is to say that the same couldn't happen to Ali and Frazier in the long run? It's happened to just about everybody who ever fought for profit.

The glamour of the money spent and the $800 million people who watched the fight overshadowed the sport's general tale of pain and abuse. Very few people are aware of the colluion that goes on behind the scenes.

Poetry Corner

The Only Real Poem About Us

By VALERIE LAUREN SMITH

sometimes I move in the volume of my life
and u are there
deep in it with me

I'm enduring in a semi-function
remembering hurtful
thoughts of our yesterday

concluding it's not our fault
beginning to believe in my pain

there is something very beautiful
about my pain
sometimes I travel
towards functioning in love
and u are there
loving me
physically, wholly
reservationless
and i want
u so bad

need u to channel my needs
that are u anyway

this is the only real poem
about us

a presentation of my
own feelings
for u
to u, dwall deep inside u

decisive of a
stoned-endogy

headed in its tracks
i will not cry again
about us
i will not burst that the hurt
burtle what we had

it's over and it's beginning
i love losing u

needing u so bad

as i see u without
tasting u

and wake-up to
tommorrows of my life

Hillel Presents

Dr. Marvin Feinstein

Of the Classical Language and Hebrew Departmental
At the College, Who Will Speak On

JEWISH STUDIES AT CITY COLLEGE

THURSDAY, MARCH 18, 1971 — 12:30-1:45 P.M.
at HILLEL — 475 W. 14th Street — All Welcome

(Continued on Page 6)

WANT QUALITY CONTRACEPTIVES?

Once upon a time, the best male contraceptives that money could buy were in your local drugstore. That time is gone. Today, the world's best condoms come from England, and are available in

POPULATION PLANNING

We believe that the family planning market (and broadly speaking) British condoms are scientifically shown that they fight the numbers, and do make them than their American counterparts. They average 1.33 units and are 1000 units; some materials by the British Government Standards 1970 go too. You won't get the same quality from the others.

Hillel presents the discover about one's own line of men's contraceptives.

POPULATION PLANNING. ASSOCI.

Box 5516-48 Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514

 Gentlemen: Please send me samples: Nuform; Featherlite, I enclose $5 for each: ...... full details without obligation.

Name .

Address .


Graduates and Graduate Students in Special Education, Sociology, Psychology and Social Work Fields: Unique opportunity to work as unit coordinators in Private In- stitute for children with emotional and neurological problems in country setting. Excellent salary.

Send resume to: Rabbi Hotel Zajac, Administrator, Maimonides Institute, 1415 Waterloo Place, Far Rockaway, N. Y. 11691
Tutorial Development

By GREG HOLDER

Recent interviews with members of the Executive Committee of the Tutorial Development program at the college brought forth an insight into the program, its operations, and problems.

Foremost among the latter is the lack of funds available for the program and a dearth of student interest and support.

Now five years old, the Tutorial Development Program is run as a non-profit organization. The bulk of its funding is subsidized by the Student Senate. All tutors are volunteers and all enrollees come on a voluntary basis.

According to Mary Huguet, a member of the Executive Committee, "the kids come because they know they're getting something that they're not getting at school."

All of the children tutored are students in the neighboring elementary and junior high schools. They receive assistance primarily in reading, language, and mathematics.

Tutors are encouraged to develop a big-brother/sister relationship with the children they tutor. They work on a one-to-one basis and are required to work two hours per week for thirty-five people in the program. Twenty-five of these are tutors. The others occupy managerial positions.

The program also works in conjunction with the School of Education on special problems as well as in the schools the children attend.

"One of the major problems is funding. The allocation by the Student Senate is considerably minimal and inadequate. The program lacks money for books and special programs such as field trips and parties. For this year, the tutors gave small hallowe'en and Christmas parties."

However, "getting tutors is the most serious problem. The program usually asks that tutors have a "B" average, but, according to Mary, 'anybody can work with anybody else if they're willing to do it and we're really interested in people who can give something to the program.'"

She adds that, "Children are the forgotten people in this society and the program tries to give the children a sense of concern."

"Lack of interest seems to be the primary reason for the program not being able to attract City students. One disturbing attitude is the one reflective of Third World students. Reportedly, one sister called the program a "waste,' because while students cannot really understand or relate to a Black child."

Responding to this often-repeated criticism, Helene Frankfurt, the program's chairman, added: "What are we supposed to do? Turn the children away?" She added that, "We welcome Third World students to come in and work. We need the help."

Presently, there are two 'blacks in the volunteer program.' Anyone interested in tutoring a child is asked to come to Finley, room 411 between 3 and 5 in the afternoon every day. Or they may be reached on the phone numbers in 103 Finley.

Protest

(Continued from Page 1)

...to demand an end to the war, and the freeing of all political prisoners. The focus of the Third World Task Force demonstration is "Peace on the doorstep."

They have planned a teach-in at Howard University, a march to the White House and a rally in front of the Justice Department to "Overthrow the Nixon and Mitchell." Spokesman for the Peace Action Coalition, Brigitte, emphasized that the group's original focus was to unity all forces which oppose the War in Southeast Asia. They also emphasized that the Coalition desired participation by as many people as possible; that no one would be turned away, regardless of political viewpoint.

This applicator was filled a week ago...

emko

PRE-FIL -

Comansi, Spain

Emko research has produced a new applicator for applying foam contraceptive... new Emko Pre-Fil features an applicator that can be filled on the spot for use the next week.

The filling of an applicator at the time needed can be emotionally disturbing...can lead to "skipping." Emko Pre-Fil is a way to help overcome the problem, so that you are better family planning.

Emko Pre-Fil... highly effective, substantially free from side-effects, easy to use. Ask your physician about EMKO and EMKO PRE-FILM.

Available at drug stores everywhere. without prescription.

GROW WITH THE SPACE AGE AT NASA

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MD.

ENGINEERS-SCIENTISTS-MATHEMATICIANS

LINK YOUR COUNTRY'S FUTURE WITH YOUR OWN

GLOBAL TRACKING

V A R I E D MISSIONS

PROJECT DIRECTION

A GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT YOUR CAMPUS TO DISCUSS YOUR CAREER OPPORTUNITIES WITH THIS GROWING NASA CENTER ON: MARCH 17, 1971

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Sex is Your Business

(Birth Control is Ours)

We believe you've entered our world when it comes to having children. We've surveyed family planning agencies and we offer you, contraception, device (pill, condom, diaphragm, etc.) and surgical (vasectomy or tubal ligation) sterilization as well as abortion services. Your doctor will have the information you need. A graduate nurse will provide a confidential interview to determine your needs and answer your questions.

F.A.S.T. 6701 (Coit) Ltd.

507 N. 10th Street, (B) 7714

Gentlemen: Please send me ... the deluxe sampler (4 enclosed). Your illustrated brochure (35c).

Name

Address

City State Zip

Wednesday, March 17, 1971

Blood Money

(Continued from Page 5)

In most cases where a man is not permitted to fight anymore, he becomes a sparring partner. The purpose of the sparring partner is to be a human punching bag for another man to sharpen his reflexes on. The techniques used in the real fight are practiced on the sparring partner. Often a champ will try to impress the journalist at his workouts by flattening the man he is training with.

Joe Frazier once said that in a fight he tries to destroy his opponent. He feels the only way to properly prepare for that destruction is to do the same to his sparring partners. These tail-enders of the sport suffer this physical abuse for the grand sum of $150 a week plus room and board.

Only the 5 million they receive put Ali and Frazier above this side of the world. They bled, they were lumped up, and had their senses rattled. They just got paid a little more than the others because there was more to make for the promoters.

Since his return Ali has twice sold out Madison Square Garden for its boxing boss, Edwin Dool.

Dooly is the same man who took Ali's title from him two minutes after he refused to take the step forward at the draft board.

Jack Kent Cooke is a millionaire who has extensive in-

interests in Canadian mines and a chain of radio stations. He owns the Los Angeles Lakers, and the California Seals, a profes-
sional hockey team. He built the J.A. Frazers, the multi-
plex that surpasses Madison Square Garden, out of his own pocket. The 9 million in the venture he gave to Frazier and Ali came out of his petty cash fund. In return he stands to make close to 20 million and has been guar-
anteed the return match for his

own stadium, at his price.

It is ironic that two men, Easly and Cooke, who denied Ali both a license to fight for three years are making the most money on his comeback, without throwing a single punch or feeling any pain. I wonder if the people who spent all that money are the ones who have been taken, or if the real stude-
nts are the two fighters? You watched the fight and went home. They offered their bodies and their blood for the profit of the very people who hold them down.
17 places to make money on Saturdays.

1. Asbury Park (Monmouth County)
   Asbury Ave. & Rt. 35, Asbury Park, N.J.

2. Brooklyn (Kings County)
   1900 Linden Blvd., Brooklyn, N.Y.

3. Elmsford (Westchester County)
   655 Fairview Park Drive, Elmsford, N.Y.

4. Greenpoint (Kings County)
   18 India Street, Greenpoint, N.Y.

5. Jericho (Nassau County)
   Brush Hollow Road, Jericho, N.Y.

6. Manhattan (County of New York)
   415 East 34th Street, N.Y., N.Y.

7. Monticello (Sullivan County)
   Bridgeville Rd. (Old Rt. #8)
   Between Quickway Exits 106 & 107

8. Newburgh (Orange County)
   318 Wiltner Avenue, Newburgh, N.Y.

9. New Haven (New Haven County)
   51 Middletown Ave., New Haven, Conn.

10. North Brunswick (Middlesex County)
    1900 Livingston St., North Brunswick, N.J.

11. North Newark (Essex County)
    245 First Avenue, Newark, N.J.

12. Paterson (Passaic County)
    283 Mc Lean Boulevard, Paterson, N.J.

13. Poughkeepsie (Dutchess County)
    107-109 North Hamilton St., Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

14. Bridgeport (Fairfield County)
    288 Knowlton St., Bridgeport, Conn.

15. Staten Island (Richmond County)
    2232-26 Forest Ave., Staten Island, N.Y.

16. Tuckahoe (Westchester County)
    104 Main Street, Tuckahoe, N.Y.

17. Westhampton (Suffolk County)
    Riverhead Road Rt. 3, Westhampton, N.Y.

Starting March 20, and every Saturday thereafter, all Coca-Cola bottling plants listed above will collect empty beverage bottles and aluminum cans from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m. You'll get 10¢ a pound for aluminum cans—and 1¢ a pound for beverage bottles. (It comes to about 1/20 apiece.) We'll, of course, pay 5¢ for each returnable bottle of Coke.

We'll accept only aluminum cans. They have rounded bottoms, are seamless, and non-magnetic. They crush easily—and if you crush them, you can carry a lot more of them.

All beverage bottles must be separated according to glass color, all metal rings and caps removed—and, for health reasons, they should be clean.

Now, 1/20 may not seem like a lot of money—but there are millions of dollars worth of bottles and cans in circulation. In fact, what we've undertaken is the largest reclamation program ever. You see, the aluminum cans are sent to Reynolds Metals Company and the aluminum used to make new cans. The glass bottles are melted by Midland Glass Co. and Chattanooga Glass Co. and the glass is used to make new bottles. This recycling helps preserve our natural resources—and means less refuse to be collected and disposed of. Make a little money starting this Saturday. It'll be great for your economy—and our own ecology.

For more information, call (212) 679-3677.

Reclaim your empty beverage bottles and aluminum cans for money.

Since this is a public service activity, we cannot accept deliveries from scrap glass or aluminum dealers. This offer is subject to change and cancellation.

The Coca-Cola Bottling Company of New York, Inc.
The following is the second of a series of articles attempting to realize why Bobby Sand is not the coach of varsity basketball. Last week we presented a Historical Perspective covering the years 1950 through 1960.

This week we expand slightly and generally cover Sand’s accomplishments throughout his career. Subsequent instalments will include Political Ramifications and The Present Situation. We still welcome comments.

By LOUIS R. RIVERA

History records the accomplishments and defeats of men according to contemporary whims. Some points are hidden, others clouded, and only that which suits the passion and temperament of the masses and the times is given emphasis. So it is with Bobby Sand. His defeats are clear, his accomplishments modified.

His crime was writing a letter in the spring of 1950 to one of his players, stating that the player, Eddie Warner, did not have to concern himself with earning money that summer. He could go to South America and play. Bobby went into his own pockets to subsidize what Warner would otherwise have earned through summer employment.

An extension of that crime was when Sand came to the defense of the players implicated in the SI point-shaving scandal. All but Warner would be cleared. The following year Sand was also implicated, but in 1960 the State Supreme Court cleared his name. As for Eddie Warner, he was once picked up on narcotics charges, but is now working for a poverty agency.

Bobby Sand

The historical result of all this is that the name “Sand” is unjustifiably linked to the word “scandal.”

The other teammates were allowed to complete their education. And Bobby Sand can boast that he coached State Senator Joe Galilbe, who was City’s first Black co-captain. That Erwin Dambrot, who made All-American as a result of City’s NIT-NCAA upset, is a practicing dentist. That Leroy Watkins is a principal in one of Harlem’s secondary schools. That Floyd Lane is now coaching the Queensboro team. And that this past year Bobby Sand aided Lane in drawing up the contract which signed Nate Archibald with the Cincinnati Royals.

But Bobby can say more. He can tell you that City was the only white school with four Black starters; and that when they won the double-championship in 1950, schools such as Fordham, NYU, and St. John’s quickly changed up on “what kind-of players” would receive scholarships.

He can bear witness to the fact that he coached the only white player ever to play ball for the Harlem Ambassadors. Neil Johnson, who is now a professional in the A.A.A. That when Red Holzman was chief scout for the Knicks, Bobby Sand was the man to check out for professional potential. That Holzman and Oscar Robertson, who are both Jewish, working their selectivity, hired Bobby to supervise and train young ball players attending their basketball camps.

His resume would offer as evidence of his capabilities the fact that he coached in Scranton, and Hasbrouk for the Eastern League minors. That CCNY freshman coach, Ralph Bacoito, worked under Bobby in Hazelton.

His record shows that ex-President Bueil G. Gallagher assigned Bobby to draw up budgets and organize the teams at Bronx Community and Queensboro Community Colleges.

Otis Floyd, Rick Rhodes, Eugene Hayes, Richard Bailey, and Eddie Jackson serve as visual proof of his success in refining and training newsmen to college basketball. The original Eighties were organized and trained by Bobby.

Last year the King of Sweden asked Bobby Sand to help establish a national basketball program, and as a result of his work, Sand was the only foreigner to receive the Swedish Government award.

For the past five years he has devoted his time and energy working after hours with young upstarts from the community. For this extra-curricular activity Sand receives only the compensation of putting his expertise into useful practice.

History cannot take from Bobby Sand his many accomplishments. Nor can history hide what City College has denied him: his just due.

next week: political ramifications

Challenging opportunity for undergraduates to work with children with emotional and neurological problems in country setting. Summer and/or full time skilled and general positions available. College accreditations available.

Send resume to: Rabbi Hotel Zajac, Administrator, Maimonides Institute, 1415 Waterloo Place, Far Rockaway, N. Y. 11691

Student Organization for Black Unity
sponsors
a rally and clothing drive

March 21 at Mt. Morris Park
(135th Street and Madison)

The rally is preceded by a march beginning at 135th Street and 7th Avenue at 12 noon.

SOBU is asking for contributions in the form of clothing, medical supplies and textbooks (science, math) to be sent to the Liberation movements in Africa. Contributions can be left in THE PAPER office 337F) or brought to the rally on the 21st.